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ABSTRAC~ 
The factors for converting a batch-processing, tape-
oriented document reference system to an-on-line, real-time 
system are discussed. The factors analyzed are file struc-
tures, file addressing, file maintenance, communication, 
scheduling, and modular programming structures. The levels 
of design for the individual factors are illustrated in 
order to show the complexities of conversion to an on-line, 
real-time system. It is concluded that system conversion 
from a batch-processing, t~pe-oriented system to an on-line, 
' 
real-time system requires a total systems redesign, not a 
modification of the existing system. A vector model for 
system conversion is presented. The vector quantities of 
the model represent the factor levels and their probable 
costs-for implementation. It is concluded from the analysis 
and the vector model that interrelations between the factor 
levels must be followed for an operationally complete system 
• conversion. 
' 
..... 
I. Introduction 
I ' The purpose of this study is to present and analyze the 
factors involved with document reference system conversion. 
The path of conversion presented here will be that of a batch-
processing, tape-oriented system to an on-line real-time system 
(hereafter referred to as OLRT). Before the factors and costs 
of conversion can be determined, an OLRT environmental descrip-
tive model must be established. In this way, the path of con-
version becomes well define-d and seemingly realistic from an 
operational view. A quantitative model is then derived from 
the descriptive model to represent by vectors the factors and 
probable costs of total system conversion. 
First, an existing batch-processing, tape-oriented system 
(BPl'O) is presented. This is the foundational base or existing 
operational system. From this system and its characteristics, 
the problems of this and other systems of this type are sum-
marized. To reduce the problem parameters, an assumption is 
made that on-line,·real-time systems solve batch-processing 
problems. 
Second to be presented is a study of on-line and real-time 
concepts focused around a document reference system environment 
placing the integrated on-line, real-time system as the "inter-
) 
mediate goal" of reference system conversion. 
Document reference information storage and retrieval 
systems have been designed and developed in order to help the 
user of such a system in his information seeking. These 
systems in their experimental stages have been generally built 
2 
on the same basic concepts of design, structure, and system 
goals. The environment of these systems evolves around a 
service concept. The service provides document reference(s) 
for the user upon his search request to the system. The docu-
ment reference is ~PY one or a combination of the following: 
(a) Document title 
(b) Author of the document 
(c) Location of the document 
{d) Publication date 
(e) Issuing agency 
(f) Location of the agency 
(g) Contract and/or grant numbers 
(h) Journal, volume, pages, date 
(i) Abstract of the document 
To provide the user o~ such systems with a more easily acces-
. sible and expanded service, remote access and machine-aided 
cognition become experimental tools. With these tools, an 
intimate collaboration between a human user and a computer has 
been ibnitiated. 
In order for an intimate collaboration to be possible in 
a reference retrieval system, a computer system is needed that 
can support a real-time dialogue between the store and the user. 
To expand this concept of man-machine dialogue in a reference 
system environment, the additional concept of multiple-simul-
taneous users must be considered. 
To achieve this goal in a reference system environment 
with a large (200) number of users 0at separate geographical 
_ ........ .,. ____ ""." .. ---·~; ' . 
..... '' 
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locations, a special type of computer system is needed. These 
\) computer systems are of an on-line, real-time, and time-sharing 
configuration. 
A time-sharing computing system with a number of independent,· 
concurrent users gives each user the illusion that he has a direct 
line to the computer and that he can make use of this computer as 
if he were the sole user. Technically, the time-shared system 
has the ability to complete the execution of several tasks (or 
computer.programs, in some cases) during the same interval of 
time. For example, it can do a sequence of computer instructions 
(sometimes referred to as a "page") or one instruction on one 
computer program and then transfer to perform operations on 
another program. These operations are done in a single computer. 
Although time-sharing has been made to work, it still is not 
strictly an economical nor a commercially proven concept, but 
it promises to be so in the near future. 1 For the purposes of 
this study, time-sharing will not be discussed. 
If a user community utilizes a reference system that is a 
batch-processing, tape-oriented system and the need for an 
expanded potential of a real-time system environment is recognized, 
the factors and costs of conversion must first be defined. Then, 
and only tben, can a meaningful decision be reached in the evalu-
ation of system conversion. 
II. A Tape-Oriented Document Reference System 
-
The system upon which this study is based is the Experi-
mental Reference Retrieval System of the Center for the Information 
Sciences, Lehigh University. Two major objectives in maintaining 
•••• "'" , ••• •.C ,-• -•. < .,.- •• - •• -.~.,---·-- -·-- -
this system are to provide an operating collection for instruc-
tion and experimentation and to provide a basic reference system 
for the papers, books, and reports in the field of the Infor-
_ .. t · s· · 2 ma ion ciences. 
The system is based on the coordinate index concept. At 
the present time, the collection contains over two-thousand 
documents that have been indexed by Information Science graduate 
students. At present 440 index terms are used. The growth 
rate of the document collection is, on the average, thi:r.ty 
documents a week. 
Two physically separate magnetic tape files are maintained 
to support the operational computer programs of this system. 
These two files are the serial or linear file and the inverted 
file. 
Serial File Organization 
The serial file is linear or sequential in its structure. 
The file is alp~abetical by author's last name. This file 
design facilitates a quick listing of the documents in the 
collection. Two tape records, sixty-four computer words per 
record, are used for each document in the serial file. The 
first record contains author(s), title, location of document, 
document number, and the index term numbers for that document. 
The maximum number of index terms per document is twenty-five. 
The second record ·contains bibliographic data for the document. 
This is the issuing agency, place, publication data, pagination, 
journal name, volume, year, and,. ~ontract and/or grant numbers • 
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Figure 1 gives an illustration of the fixed field file 
structure of the serial file records. 
Author Title Doc. No. Term Numbers 
Doc. 
No. Bibliographic Data 
•I 
Figure 1. Serial File Organization 
Inverted File Organization 
The second file is an inverted file. Each record consists 
of the term, its term number, scope notes, and the document 
numbers indexed by that term. The term records are on magnetic 
tape in alphabetical sequence by term. This was done to 
provide a term authority list. 
The inverted file structure (Figure 2) allows for a term 
scope note and a counter that records the number of documents 
in that term record. The·records are of fixed length; there-
fore, when the documents indexed by a term exceed that record 
length (in this case, eighty-nine documents), a continued record 
6 
:.I.· 
is created. This approach allows for a growing collection of 
documents. 
erm ocument 
Number ounter 
erm ocument 
Number Counter 
Term 
{Alpha) 
• 
• 
Scope 
Note 
Continued 
• 
• 
Document Numbers 
Document 
Numbers 
Figure 2. Inverted File Organization 
The Components of the System 
The computer system to support the basic document 
reference system can be separated into three categories. These 
categories, or subsystems, are the search subsystem, the update 
subsystem, and the listing subsystem. These subsystems were 
programmed utilizing ~ORTRAN II with the G.E. 225 computer 
system. The subsystems are a series of chained programs. 
The Search Subsystem 
To execute a search on the system, a search statement must 
be formalized for a particular query using the thesaurus of 
terms and the Boolean operations. The thesaurus terms must be 
converted to their respective term numbers and placed with a 
Boolean statement in a fixed field. For example, a user may 
\ 
wish to search for documents dealing with computer and systems 
,,./ 
. . 1 , 
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but not programming. His. statement would then look like the 
following: 
computers+ systems - programming 
In the statement,+ is the Boolean operator and, Vis the or, 
-
and - is the not operation. Before this statement can be sub-
mitted to the system via a punched card, the respective term 
numbers must be substituted as in the following example: 
(67500 + 88200) - (75500 ) 
The system will accept up to a four-term Boolean search 
;,-1 
statement.3 When the search statements are read into the 
search program, they are equated against the serial file. 
This search strategy was adopted to increase searching speeds. 
Instead of searching and performing the Boolean operations on 
an inverted file, a method of searching only a linear file was 
devised.· A linear file organization for tape-oriented retrieval 
systems is more efficient than an inverted file organization. 4 
To increase searching speed, the serial file records are blocked 
in groups of eight. 
An associative search can be called by the user which will 
display a table of terms and their associative values of co-
occurrence with the terms of the query. The association values 
~re computed by using the inverted file. 
The resulting document references of a search request are 
displayed on a printer. The number of searches run at. a given 
time can be "batched" to ten search statements, taking only one 
pass of the serial file. Figure 3 illustrates the search sub-
system in a simplified flow chart • 
.. --·----···1~-~-~-..,..,.,__, .•. ~,,.....~~~-... -.--r-:--:~-. 
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Figure 3. The Search Subsystem 
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The Update Subsystem 
If a system is designed to be dynamic, update and mainte- · 
nance operations must be included in the total system. The 
update operations P.erformed on the files are standard basic 
> I 
' ,, 
' ,·, 
operations {Figure 4): adding new documents, deleting old or 
-unwanted documents, adding new index terms, and deleting index 
terms. 
The inputs to these programs are a variety of different 
punched card formats. At present, 150 new documents can be 
added during one update run. Deletion can be run the same way 
with a maximum of fifty-five. 
The update programs must run in a two-1).hase operation due 
to the limitation of available tape drives. The first phase 
operates on the serial file only. After the first phase, the 
tape reels are changed and the inverted file is mounted for the 
running of the second phase. Obviously, this method of u~date 
'·,t. 
is time-consuming and consequently costly in terms of computer 
time charges. Because the programs of updating are costly in 
~ime and money, batch-processing is necessary. 
The Listing Subsystem 
A series of listing programs are included to produce a 
book catalog of the documents in the system. Additional lists 
10 
of the files are used as a verification to check update operations. 
The output of the listing programs is from a high speed 
printer (900 lines/minute). An illustration of this subsystem 
is Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. The Listing Subsystem 
User Procedures 
In-
verted 
File 
Posting 
Listing 
Learning to operate the reference sy.stem is up to the 
user. If he has questions after reading the manual, a system 
analyst can be consulted. When the search statement is satis-
factory to the user, it is his responsibility to key-punch his 
--- It~ search statement and submit it to be processed. 
12 
Submission can become troublesome. for the user. Here other 
operational procedures must be followed. These procedures are 
standard submission rules used when submitting programs to the 
computing center. When the user's search statement has been 
.... , ..... ---· •-~· .,,.,_,~ ~~ "-·'<·, •u ,. , .·""'lt"\'-''~l .... d.:!....,, .. ~n••?.:•I"''''"'-.-,·, .,.---.· .. •• • ..... ,., .... , 
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submitted, a turnaround time is posted. When the search program 
has been run, the user can return to pick up his output which 
is a listing of the documents that meet his search requirements. 
'lj. • 
If at this time the user is not satisfied with his "answer" or 
wishes to submit additional search requests, the submission 
procedure must be repeated. 
Problems of Batch-Processing Systems 
A number of general problems seem inherent in batch-
processing systems. Some of the problems enumerated here are 
based on systems work connected with the Lehigh system and with 
other systems of a similar nature. ·,G 
Flexibility: Little flexibility is available in computer 
processing. Once a single request or a batch of requests 
are submitted, the "die is cast." The user has no control 
over the processing of his request. The programming 
associated with tape systems is generally non-modular in 
structure. Modification of the system programs can gen-
erate lengthy changes which sometimes result in program 
redesign. 5 
Monitoring: Program execution can not be monitored. 6 
Programming work (debugging) in many cases becomes longer 
·than the initial design and coding of the respective 
program. Fi~\;e uppating is not guar~nteed unless a listing 
of the file is generated after a batched update run. 
: I " •. 
'1 
Interpretation: The user must translate a request into 
the language or system code of a fixed format structure. 
Where requests may be complex, a human intermediary is 
consulted to help the .user in transforming his request. 
In general, the more intermediaries interposed between 
the user and the document reference system, the greater 
the chance for the distortion of the user's original 
intention or request.7 
Turnaround Time: This varies for a particular system, 
but normally this time is not an attribute of a batch 
processing reference system. The user can become dis-
couraged if his request is placed in a long queue for 
processing. For the CIS BPTO system, turnaround time 
varies from one hour to three hours. This is low compared 
to other batch-processing systems. 8 
In summarizing the problems connected with BPTO retrieval 
systems, Vincent Giuliano states: 
Most existing computerized document retrieval 
systems are run on a "closed shop" basis, and 
there is little or no facility for meaningful 
interaction between requestor and machineo 
The requestor usually specifies his inquiry by 
writing the key terms on a special form~ which 
is later keypunched onto punched cards and 
verifiedo Later~ still~ the cards for several 
inquiries are batchedj and the retrieval is 
accomplished by sequential computer searching 
of magnetic tape fileso The answers are 
recorded on magnetic tape which is not printed 
until after the searching run~ and the answers 
are finally mailed to the requestoro Although 
the computer may work in nanoseconds, typical 
cycle time from formulation of inquiry to 
receipt of answers may be anything from several 
hours to several days.9 
) 
I •• 
III. The On-Line Concept 
On-line is a concept that has existed· since a printer 
magnetic tape unit, or other peripheral device,was connected 
directly to a computer. Only within the last three years 
. ,,,-; 
has this term been used to denote a computer system that 
employs remote terminals or teletype printers. A general 
definition of on-line is as follows: 
A system in which the input data enter the 
computer from their point of origin. The 
output data from the computer are transmitted 
directly back to the originating point. 10 
For the purposes of this paper, the definition will be 
modified to clarify the on-line concept in a reference system 
environment. The modified definition • 1s: 
A document reference system in which the input 
query enters the computer from a remote (different 
physical locale than the computer) terminal. The 
reply to the query is transmitted from the computer 
directly back to the same remote terminal. 
Neither definition defines or mentions any increment or 
interval of a time base between the entered data or query and 
the output or reply. An on-line configuration per se is a 
system given input data, Q, output data, R, and an interval 
of time, < tn, such that 
Q tn > 
.COMPUTER 
tn+i 
R .JI' 
' 
,- ... I.·-·----, ....... ., .•...• - .. 
16 \ . ' 
.·. 
-.') 
·., )J 
:") . 
. , 
( 
' I 
l j 
,,. 
. \ 
where i is an interval of time that is a function of the 
specific peripheral device and computer. 
The above figure represents a two-way communication mode 
of operation. This is not to be confused with what looks like 
a one-way flow of data from the computer to an on-line printer. 
The printer is on-line in the strict sense that it is controlled 
by the computer. Control implies two-way communication. The 
computer must sample an electronic signal from the printer. 
This signal tells the computer whether or not the printer is 
"ready" for receiving output data. Here, the definitions of 
on-line still hold in cases where t:~10-way ·communication seems 
questionable. In the above figure, the parameters Q and R 
can be a printer with the interval of time i electronically 
small. For the discussions of this study, on-line is defined 
as a two-way flow of readable data. 
The direct connection to the computer for the transmission 
of I/0 on-line data is accomplished through a channel or con-
troller in the computer, enabling the computer to maintain 
control of the on-line devices. 11 As many as 896 I/0 devices 
· 12 can be used with the second generation computers. With 
multiple channels, a network of on-line peripheral devices can 
be directly connected and simultaneously controlled. 
The network is dependent on the system configuration of 
a particular computer system. This wide variety of peripherals 
is partially illustrated in Figure 6 . 
. . . .. " .. -~, ..... . ~· . -,, ... · .,,. _-. ,· . 
. _. .~ . 
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magnetic tape ~ ,-.-..-----~ _.,- photoreader 
printer 
--card reader --
card punch~ 
CPU ------papertape punch 
--------auxiliary storage 
drum 
disk 
magnetic 
card 
Figure 6. On-line Peripherals 
In the preceding illustration, discussion of remote console 
terminal, cathode-ray tube, or other remote devices was pur-
posely omitted. These devices fall into a category called com-
munication equipment because they require communication or 
telephone lines for remote operation. A transm·ission controller 
must be incorporated in the system when one or more remote 
terminals are connected on-line to a computer. 13 
The transmission controller has two basic functions in 
achieving compatibility between the computer and the remote 
terminal. The first is transmission speed compensation. 
i;:: 
Basically, two speeds are involved: the rate of transmission 
to and from the terminal and the speed of-. the I/0 channel of 
the computer. For example, transmission speeds can vary from 
60 to 2400 bits per second on telegraph and telephone lines 
,,,. 
which must be matched with the I/0 channei. 14 The second 
function of the transmission controller is the selection of 
I/0 communication channels or lin_es when more than one terminal 
is connected to the computer system. 
,, ,, 
i 
:: 
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Simply, the transmission controller in an on-line system 
is a switch which allows one or more remote terminals to ·be 
connected directly to a computer. When utilization of the 
comp~ter from a remote terminal is requested, the controller, 
after "polling" the other channels, selects the channel desiring 
service. The remote terminal is then on-line directly to the 
• 
computer. At this point in time, no other remote terminal can 
gain on-lineness until service is completed at the other 
terminal. Figure 7 is an illustration of remote terminals on-
line to a computer. 
The on-line concept is necessary in implementing a multiple 
user or remote terminal environment for a document reference 
system.· For the purpose of this study, it is paired with the 
concept of real-time to create a more flexible service system. 
CPU 
I 
Tenninal -
Trans-
- mission 
Controller 
Terminal Terminal 
Figure 7. On-Line Remote Terminals 
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IV. The On-Line Real-Time Concept 
A general definition of real-time is of no help in the 
di$cuss._ions of this paper: it would only confuse the issue of 
the integrated on-line, real-time concept. The various ~efi-
nitions of real-time that have been attempted are limited to a 
particular system environment. 15 To add to the lists of real-
time systems definitions, real-time with respect to a document 
reference system is defined as: 
A system which responds to an inquiry in a period of 
time short enough to simulate a dialogue or conver-
sational mode of environment with a user. 
When dealing with the real-time concept, the property of 
response time becomes the basis for the concept. Referring to 
the figure on page 15, the interval of time, i, when considered 
for real-time, now becomes limited. This limit or boundary is 
' i the interval of response time necessary to simulate a conver-
sational mode of operation between the user and the system. 
time relation will become: 
The 
tn Q --------~~ 
• 
tn+iR COMPUTER 
R ~~---------1 j 
a.9 
where the time interval iR must meet an inequality, S1 < iR < S2· ~ 
S1 and S2 are the time limits to simulate a conversational mode. 
Before integration of the on-line concept with the real-time 
concept, a distinction should be made.'· An on-line system is not 
'?:' 
D 
;. 
always a real-time system, but a real-time system must have on-
line capability (and the respective associated equipment). 16 
The integrated concepts of on-line and real-time with reference 
to a document service system may be defined as: 
A reference system in which a user at a remote 
terminal can interact with a computer in a 
conversational mode in order to obtain an answer 
to his inquiry. 
The OLRT concept combines the processing functions of a 
computer system with a communication function. 17 The fusing 
of these functions creates a system unique in its method of 
operation. The operation, thereby, offers a means of direct 
dialogue communication with a computer facility that can be 
located remotely from a user. 
In a "service system" environment, the OLRT system engages 
in multiprocessing. From an equipment point of view, multi-
processing occurs when a system contains multiple machine units 
which perform incremental operations in processing. 18 The 
machine units are generally two or more computers directly con-
nected to one another. This configuration of hardware improves 
the throughput speed of an incoming message or inquiry. If 
files are on magnetic tapes, drums, or disks, the throughput or 
processing of the mes;sage is a function of the access time to 
the peripheral storage devices. 
In an OLRT system, two or more remote terminals can be 
utilized. It is assumed that, in a document reference service 
system,· this woihld be the case. Remote terminals are placed 
I 
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at a location which would be conveni-ent to .. , the user community 
wanting service from the particular system. The service from 
an OLRT system must be fast enough to achieve a conversational 
mode. To achieve this speed, the real-time system's central 
processing unit (CPU) must be fast enough to support the interval 
of time, iR, allowed in a query-response environment. 
Since there is more than one terminal in the service system 
environment, the possibility of more than one incoming message 
at a given time does exist. For several minutes a large number 
of messages (a function of usage) may arrive after which there 
may be a momentary lull. During such a period, the OLRT system 
•~ ~ ~,. I •I,_.•• 
handles these messages and their responses by the formation of 
a list(s). This list is called a queqe. 19 
In an OLRT system there are four basic types of queues that 
must be processed by the system. These queues are called: 
(a) Input queue 
(b) Ready queue 
(c) Work processing queue 
{d) Output queue 
The queues, shown in Figure 8, represent the waiting lines 
within the system for the various functions to be performed on 
the respective waiting data. 
21 
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Figure 8. Queues In An OLRT System 
l 
The queue concept allows for a random frequency of incoming 
messages and their outgoing responses. This concept of multiple 
queries paired with an efficient and fast response or throughput 
gives a service system a powerful tool of expanded service to 
a group of users. 
v. Objectives of Conversion 
In the following discussions, atten~ion is focused on the 
advantages gained in converting a document reference system 
.from BPTO to an OLRT system. These advantages are based on two 
assumptions: 
!: 
'· 
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(a)_~ document reference system is a service 
offered to its user community. 
{b) The service system should be as user-oriented 
as economica~ly feasible. 
Assumption {b) is a variable that can be determined by · 
analysis of an independent system environment. The user-oriented 
concept of a service system has a catalyst, the OLRT concept. 
The user is unable to control the inf orma t·ion retrieved in a 
' . 
batch-processing system environment. The system procedures and 
formats the user must follow establishes the retrieval inter-
action. Consequently, the control of the information retrieved 
is a function of the system, not the user. 
The OLRT system returns control of the request process to 
the user through a user-computer dialogue. The dialogue gives 
the user the feeling that he controls the system. He is free 
from details (procedures, formats, and codes), and more of his __ ,
1
_ 
attention can be concentrated on formulating search requests. 
To achieve a be~ter integration of user and system, some :·h, 
general objectives must be established in the OLRT environment. 
These objectives must give the relationship a more meaningful 
interaction, as well as lending flexibility to a document re-
ference system. Characteristics of this desired flexibility 
are growth, fluid design, and experimentation. 
Centralization 
The objective in centralization is to place large files 
on-line in order to give the system a common data base. The 
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centralization of files is limited by the potential storage 
I 
of the sy~·tem and, normally, has economic boundaries. 
Faster Response Time 
It is obvious that for conversational mode, faster system 
response is necessary. This is a function of system design in 
both hardware and software configurations. The parameters in-
volved in faster system response are file structure, search 
strategies, queuing algorithms, and hardware access times. 
Integration of Functions 
This objective is based on the processing operations of 
the present system. The batch-processed tape-oriented system 
has associated functions that must be performed by human inter-
vention. The OLRT design (when properly designed) is a self-
• 
existing system whose~ various functions are integrated and 
·independent of human manipulative operations. In contrast, 
the human operations or functions in a tape-oriented document 
reference system are: 
1. operations of computer and associated equipment: 
(a). initiating every system run; 
(b) changing tape reels; 
(c) distribution of qutput or run results; 
2. -oper~tions involving user-consulting (system custodian): .. 
(a) teaching new users; 
(b) helping user to interpret system codes, etc.; 
(c) phrasing user request; 
( d) submitting a user request, keypunching, etc.; 
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Along with the BPTO system functions, system failure 
should be included. If a failure is caused by equipment mal-
function, the system is "down." No searches can be performed 
until the failure is corrected. An OLRT system lends itself 
-, 
to a self-sustaining mode of operation. This is achieved 
through automatic recovery~procedures. 20 These procedures 
allow the system to continue service, but, generally, utilizing 
a slower response mode of operationo 
System Accessibility at the User Location 
The remote terminal brings the system to the user's location. 
With remote location access to the system, user communication 
with the system is of a higher degree than a batch-processing 
system. Richard H. Wilcox states: 
Closely related to simple communications is physically convenient access. Experience with 
conventional computer facilities (batch-
processing) indicates that their use varies 
roughly inverse~y with the distance from the 
user.21 
_ 
System accessibility governs a system "usage function. 11 
The resulting increased usage is a safe intuitive concept, but 
system complexity must be considered. The system, depending on 
its service function, can be designed for general user simpli-
city or the design could be focused to serve a highly specialized 
user community. Associated with these considerations is whether 
the system teaches the on-line remote user or whether a human 
intermediary is consulted on system usage. 
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The objectives of OLRT systems are not mutually exclusive. 
This interrelationship strengthens the objectives in fusing 
the characteristics achieved in an OLRT environment. Thus, a 
"true" total systems concept exists in the OLRT system design. 
VI. Factors of Conversion 
----------
The factors of conversion are those major subsystems of a 
total system that are affected by the conversion from a BPTO 
system to an OLRT system. This section discusses the major 
subsystems that must be considered in converting a document 
reference system to the OLRT environment. 
(a) File structures 
{b) File addressing 
( c) Maintenance 
{d) Communication 
( e) Scheduling 
( f) Programming structures 
The factors are discussed on a general level with specific 
illustrations based on systems research work done at the Center 
for the Information Sciences. First, it is necessary to mention 
briefly some points about the hardware configuration of an OLRT 
system, for the hardware has a direct relationship to some of 
the factors of system conversion. 
In order to make files accessible on-line to a search 
system, a random access disk storage unit is necessary. This 
type of unit is more efficient than tape drives due to a more 
· • • -~ • ---·-·--: .......... .,...,.,,.~., ....... , .~--~-.-.. .1.n~ ,., .r:l"cl:l''.~~.:3'..c~uf:\::,-7..,:c":"'~~,· .... ,'-or . ...._...,..,,, ... ..,-.,-,,.., ,,,_ •••. ,,-._. ........ -· ·-
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direct means of_file addressing. The disk file unit is more 
economical than a drum from a storage capacity per dollar 
measure. The specifications and costs of a disk storage unit 
and drum unit are itemized below to illustrate this point. 
Although the units are IBM, a similar proportional difference 
22 is found for other computer equipment manufacturers. 
Disk (IBM 2314) 
Specifications: 
Storage: 
Access time (aver.): 
Transfer rate: 
Cost (unit and controller) 
Purchase: 
Rental/month: 
1.655 billion bits 
75 milliseconds 
2,496 million bits/sec. 
$252,000 -
.$ 5,250 
Drum {IBM 2301) 
Specifications: 
Storage: 32.72 million bits 
Access time (aver.): 8.6 milliseconds 
Transfer rate: 9,600 million bits/sec. 
Cost (unit and controller) 
Purchase: $208,000 
Rental/month: $ 4,300 
Although drum speeds are faster, the high amount of 
storage locations per dollar cost on the disk unit make the 
disk more favorable for a document reference collection with 
a dynamic growth characteristic. 
.. .. . .. ~r .... _. ~ -· ,..--. - . --
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Another function of an OLRT mentioned earlier was a 
self-sustaining quality during peripheral unit trouble or. 
failure. Magnetic tape drive units help s:uppozrt this function. 
Even though they are a linear media of storage, they complement 
other storage devices during failure or serve as an "overflow" 
storage. 
The third piece of hardware peculiar to an OLRT configu-
ration is the transmission controller. 23 This unit-- is a 
computer or stored program multiplixor. 24 Its purpose is to 
maintain communication control of remote terminals (i.e. 
terminal selection, code conversion, etc.). This multi-
processing mode of operation frees the CPU of operations that 
require too much of its time. Based on the hardware require-
ments discussed above, Figure 9 illustrates an OLRT hardware 
configuration for a document reference service environment. 
File Structures 
; 
The files and their designed structures are the foundation 
of any storage and retrieval system. These structures when 
properly designed yield efficient searching and storage oper-
ations for the system. The structures also give the system a 
degree of flexibility when designed for system manipulations 
--
that can add or delete file records without program modifications. 
Using a disk unit for the storage of the files of the 
system, a different search strategy is used from the one dis-
cussed for the BPTO system (page 7 ) • Disk search is performed 
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Figure 9. An OLRT Hardware Configuration 
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on an inverted file structure. 2 5 Serial files are used for 
retrieving author, title, and bibliographic data. 
For example, a search statement from a user is entered 
into the system. The statement format is the same Boolean 
statement presented on page 8. The terms of the statement 
are performed on the terms, the result is a list of document 
numbers, a subset of all the document numbers, that satisfy 
the search statement. An algorithm is used with the resulting 
list of document numbers to determine~a disk address for each 
particular document reference record. The document reference 
record is in the direct file whose structure can be or is the 
same as the serial file structure (page 5). This inverted 
30 
file search strategy is a more direct means of accessing 
records on a disk. The searching of a complete file is 
eliminated in the coordinate indexing system on an OLRT system. 
The access or addressing techniques for this type of system 
are discussed in the section on File Addressing (below). 
Although the BPTO system operates solely on a serial 
file, maintaining an inverted file is valuable if the possi.~ 
bility exists for future system conversion. If an inverted 
file is not properly maintained, it must be "created" from the 
existing serial file. 
Inverted File Structure 
The inverted file structure of the BPTO system for the 
most part remains the same when converted to disk. In order 
to maintain storage efficiency on a disk, transformations are 
·-
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used to "tie" disk records together by the technique ot 
chaining. 26 Utilizing a chain approach, the inverted file re-
cords do not have to be stored on the disk in sequence. One 
approach in implementing this technique is to allow in the in-
verted file structure one storage location for a number. This 
number is the disk storage location of the next or continued 
record for that particular term. If no continued record exists 
beyond the present record, a "flag" or signal is placed in the 
storage location (Figure 10). 
050100 
'' 
003010 101 
• ' . 
• 103 
• 
006020 ,_ .. 
: Document 
•· 
'' Numbers 
• 
' 102 
' , . 
• .. 
• 
·, ' ' • I 
... 
' 
003010 
006020 
"Flag" 
Figure 10. Chained Records 
Blocks Represent Disk Tracks or Tracks/Separate Disk 
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If the physical disk record is sixty-four computer words, 
one word is the transformation or chain number and the other 
sixty-three words are document numbers. The last logical record 
containing document numbers has the stop "flag". 
Direct {Serial) File 
The direct file is the serial file on the disk. The struc-
ture can remain the same as the BPTO serial file organization 
for all practical purposes of direct conversion. If Boolean 
search operations are maintained, the terms numbers for each 
document do not have to be included. The file/document can be 
compacted with bibliographic data or additional information 
about the document. 
However, if associative searching is used in the system, 
compacting must be disregarded due to the nature of associative 
searching and the co-occurrence of terms for each retrieved 
document reference. 
/,Extended Operations for Direct File Structure 
During system conversion, other_ search strategies may be 
considered to expand the capabilities of the' search system. 
These are offered not as alternatives but as additions to the 
present Boolean search strategy. Such additions will affect 
the file structure of the direct file. 
Assuming expanded search operations of the nature, 
(a) Author {by name) 
{b) Grant/contract no. 
32. " 
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(c) Publication date 
( d) · Subs tan ti ve title words 
taen fixed fields in the direct file record must be established. 
This will !allow the search program to address a particular field 
easily when called by the user. A variable field with "markers" 
or "indicators" of field identification and length can also be 
-
used. The indicators mark the beginning and ending of a field 
{Figure 11). 
*Author*Ti tle*Doc. No. *Index Terms ••• * 
*"Markers" 
Figure 11. Variable Field File Organization 
The programming for searching this type of file structure be-
comes complex due to the testing and interpretive ope~ations 
for the variable field "markers". By utilizing the variable 
field length method, file storage is saved, but program storage 
is increased. 
Again, chaining is used to tie the direct file records 
together on the disk, i.e. author and title record to bibli-
ographic record. Figure 12 illustrates possible organization 
of a direct file fixed field structure. If the author, title, 
etc. exceed the fixed field length, abbreviations are used. 
The standardization of these abbreviations must then be main-
tained. 
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Author Title ,, Terms 
J.-7 words~ ..... , .... -- 32 words 
__..,.4 64 words 
Figure 12. Fixed Field Direct File Organizati9Jt, 
Extended Operations for an Abstract File 
In conversion, another extended operation might be considered. 
The retrieval of an abstract for a document may be added as an 
option. However, this requires considerable storage, and it would 
be costly if stored on disk. 
In an OLRT system, I/0 operations are buffered so that normal 
message handling is -continued in the main processor during such 
operations. The abstracts for a document collection could be 
stored on magnetic tape and searched for by the I/0 and communi-
cations processor. The time involved for searching a linear file 
(tape) is lengthy, but this time could be sacrificed for the 
expanded service. 
The number of abstracts stored on a magnetic tape reel of 
3600 feet varies due to packing densities of the tape drives. 
For an illustration, assume an average abstract length of 500 
characters, approximately 100 natural langugge words. This~ 
includes space characters and punctuation characters. The table 
below shows the differences of storage between the three standard 
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tape densities furnished on all three generation magnetic tape 
drives. 'l•---, 
Tape Densities: 
( ' 35 
200 bits/inch 556 bits/in. Boo bits/in. 
Characters 500 500 500 
Bits/character 6 6 6 
Bi ts/abstract 3000 3000 3000 
Tape inches/abstract 15.000 4.396 3.750 
Inter-record gap (in.) .75 .75 .75 
Total inches/abstract 15.750 5.146 4.500 
Tape length {inches) 43,200 43,200 4 43,200 ( 3600 feet reel) 
Abstracts 2,749 8,394 9,600 
This means six tape drives for a collection of abstracts, 
recorded at 800 bpi, a document collection of over 50,000 docu-
ments. Monthly rental per tape drive averages $450 or $2700/ 
month for the six. This is about half the cost of disk or drum 
storage. 
Another means of abstract storage is computer accessible 
microphotographs. A random access storage unit acts as a store 
for the microphotographed abstracts. The storage unit is an 
on-line peripheral to the CPU and is addressable by a remote 
terminal with a-CRT in an OLRT environment. 27 
In summarizing, file structures for an OLRT system are based 
on the searching strategy design. For a coordinate indexing re-
trieval system, an inverted file structure for searching random 
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access storage is used. There are additional searching 
strategies other th.an the Boolean-term polynomial. These will 
demand expanded service and can affect file structures. If 
expanded searching cannot be implemented during initial con-
version, the direct file structure is modified to allow this 
expanded service at a later date. 
File Addressing 
The previous discussion on file structures in an OLRT 
system described the use of an inverted file structure for 
searching. Therefore, in the conversion of the BPTO system, 
the search statement remains -the same (Boolean operators), but 
the addressing techniques used to retrieve the file data are 
different. 
In the tape-oriented system, locating was the process of 
looking at each document in the file serially. This is a 
pseudo-addressing technique. Any computer memory location or 
disk location can be addressed by a number. A tape can be 
addressed by searching for a number representing a record or 
block number. 
The scanning or searching of a tape serial file is not a 
direct or even an indirect concept of addressing. When the 
files are stored on disk in an OLRT system, the addressing 
techniques are accomplished by five techniques:28 
(a) Direct addressing 
(b) Algorithm 
(c) Scanning 
36 
(d) Table look-up 
(e) Randomizing 
-----~--
Most systems will use a combination of these addressing 
methods. Direct addressing is the easiest to implement and 
most often is more economical. Utilizing the table look-up 
technique, the computer searches the table rather than the 
file. 29 
The other three techniques seem impractical or time-
consuming. For example, the algorithm is a mathematical re-
lation that generates a record location on disk from an input 
reference. In the systems under discussion here, the input 
reference is a natural language term or terms. The algorithm 
could not differentiate between two terms that are the same 
but of different meaning, such as manual (by hand) and manual 
(a guide). Another complexity in formulating an algorithm 
for addressing are when terms of different spelling but con-
taining the same letters (i.e. a permutation)exist. The 
techniques necessary to achieve independence in an algorithm 
become too great for practical and efficient implementation. 
Scanning or searching the files is a lengthy process. The 
scanning method is not efficient when a great number of files 
are maintained. The randomizing technique of addressing has 
the disadvantage that the correct record will probably not be 
found the first time when addressing the file.3° 
The two methods, direct addressing and table look-up, 
when used together, become what I shall here call a "storage 
map" for the inverted file. This approach yields an efficient 
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as, well as a flexible technique for retrieval of documents. 
The Storage Map 
'f1I The storage map is analogous to the index or table of con-
tents of a book. It conveys to a searching operation where a 
particular record is located on the disk. For a coordinate 
indexing system, the index terms and their respective disk loca-
tions appear in a table structure (Figure 13, belo~)-
Terms 
Abstract 
Computer 
Program 
Systems 
Xerox 
• 
• 
• 
Locations 
062001 
039201 
053920 
056210 
062901 
• 
• 
•• 
Figure 13. Storage Map Organization 
•. 
When the Boolean search statement enters the system, it is 
inspected for the operators. Once the operators for the request 
are determined, the storage map is linearly searched for the 
respective index terms of the statement. When a "match" occurs, 
the operation becomes one of direct addressing. The location 
on the disk of the first record for the index term is found 
"after" the term {Figure 13). 
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If file updating is done on magnetic tape, tape-to-disk 
routines must be employed. The tape updating may affect the 
storage map disk locations. Each update of the files must be 
checked in the storage map to see if a new term record has been 
added or deleted. The locations of the term records on disk do 
not have to be· sequential but when file updating on magnetic 
tape is used, sequential locations are advisable. 
This technique of using a storage map gives a system an 
efficient and direct accessing of disk records. The elimination 
of searching files yields faster response times to a request. 
Other information stored in this table might be relevant during 
retrieval procedures, such as: 
(a) Scope notes: Aids or additional clarification 
of the index terms. By placing them in the 
table, additional searching is not necessary 
for a listing of the system's terms. 
(b) Document counter: This is used in associative 
searching. 
(c) Last location: For updating purposes (new terms, 
etc.), it is useful to have this information for 
an efficiently packed disk. 
Specialized Search Files 
Earlier discussion of fixed fields established criteria 
for specialized searches, such as author, grant number, publi-
cation date, substantive title words, etc. In order to in-
corporate extended search operations in the system, the less 
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economic and less practical technique of scanning must be 
' .... _ 
used. In this method, to locate specialized search items, 
the whole file must be scanned. However, if all records of the 
file are sorted sequentially by type of specialized search 
wanted, a binary search method is used to reduce scanning 
times (Figure 14). 
x0 (Author Searched) A Sequentially Ordered File (By Author) 
J 
-
I 
I ' X ) 
First Inspection X0 > X ~ ' ' 
Second Inspection Xo < X _. 
- ., .. _ ..... 
. ' 
Third Inspection Xo > X 
,;,;!":·"-•\ 
Fourth Inspection Xo > X 
Fifth Inspection Xo > X _. 
.. ·-·· 
Sixth Inspection X0 < X 
. ' -·- .· . ' 
...... - . •, 
The area between inspections five and six may then be 
scanned sequentially. 
Figure 14. Binary Search Method 
• 
,• 
This requires that the direct file is ordered on the disk 
by the extended search operation most preferred for the system. 
If all specialized searches were wanted, a scan of the complete 
direct file would be necessary. 
To design a system for all specialized searches as well as 
for a storage map, it is frequently possible to take advantage 
of certain features of the disk units. The use of the cylinder 
mode of storage enables a large number of characters {100,000, 
IBM 1301) to be accessed with one movement of the disk arm 
comb.3l When possible, the cylinder mode can be used on all 
,. 
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files of a system. It is more efficient to maintain a specialized 
search file within a group than to spread it out. 
Maintenance 
A dynamic document reference collection requires that 
techniques for file maintenance must be included. The main-
tenance function for file "updates" employs basically the same 
logic as in the BPTO system. Procedures for updating change 
when updating is done from a remote console. An OLRT system 
whose expected service "never fails" must incorporate also a 
new complete set of special purpose utility programs to sustain 
the system as nearly to fail-safe conditions as possible, such 
as diagnostics and automatic recovery programs. 
File Maintenance (on-line updates) 
File mair1tenance routines that are the same in both BPTO 
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and OLRT systems are add documents, delete documents, add 
index tenns, and delete index terms. The user is not directly 
concerned with these aspects. A Model 33 teletype console may 
be used for illustration. It is a standard low cost termin·al 
built by the Bell System.32 The Model 33 has a paper tape 
punch that generates a one-inch wide 8-level paper tape. The 
keyboard characters are imaged on tape in an 8-level code for-
mat. Assuming that the update record format of a new document 
does not change from the BPTO system, the card input form.at for 
a new document record can be punched on the paper-tape off-line 
at the terminal. The process is ~imilar to keypunching a card. 
Spelling and format errors can be determined by reading the 
paper-tape back through the reader off-line for verification. 
Due to the mechanical nature of the paper-tape reader, 
only ten characters per second may be read.33 This rate of 
input could be increased if a photo-reader mechanism were used. 
Paper-tape read speeds for photo-readers .run from 60 to 300 
characters per second.34 Using off-line preparation and veri-
·fication of input tapes rather than direct typing input reduces 
/· ./1 .,, 
eomputer time. 
During paper-tape punching off-line, a mistake can be 
corrected by a "rubout" key which punches a special character 
code that will be disregarded when the tape is read. The paper-
tape can be prepared off-line for any input data format required 
by file maintenance or updating programs of the OLRT system. 
Preparing input tapes off-line gives the system operator a 
• I 
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chance to verify all inputs before they are processed. 
Diagnostics 
Diagnostics are the utility programs of an OLRT system 
that check the various components of the system for discrepan-
cies. Diagnostic programs are a tool used to test computers, 
to isolate system component malfunctions, and to improve over-
all computer system operation.35 The diagnostic programs of 
a real-time system are the procedures that lend a self-sustaining 
characteristic to the system. The detection of errors and the 
correction or circumvention of the errors are the main functions 
of system diagnostics. 
For a service system of the type discussed here, continuing 
service to the user is dependent upon system diagnostics or self-
sustaining potential. The usage factor of the system is directly 
proportional to its "up-time" or service time. If the system is 
"down" for a malfunction of either programs or equipment, its 
value naturally decreases for the user; therefore, the complete-
ness of system diagnostics depends on the system's criticalness 
in its environment. 
An automatic recovery program is used in an OLRT system to 
maintain system operation when an error occurs. In order for 
-1 
the program "to take action" to correct the error, it makes 
decisions. These decisions are based on knowing the type of 
error and where it occurred. This information is furnished by 
the diagnostic program. To recover from the majority of system 
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failures or errors, an integration of both system hardware 
and software is essential in system design. For example, 
depending on what types of recovery the system requires, hard-
ware options may include: 
Non-volatile memory: When power failure or line 
surge occurs, data is not destroyed in memory. 
Most equipment, both core and random access memories, 
have this feature today. 
Back-up tape drives: If a disk unit is "down", 
duplicate files may be searched from tape. 
Drum tracks: Duplicate read and write heads may 
be used when failure occurs in disk mechanisms. 
Printer: If a terminal failure occurs during output, 
th~ output may be transferred to the printer. A 
printer or console typewriter at the main system 
site can -be used to log all system errors and 
recovery actions. 
Error Detection Circuitry: This is used to detect 
failing or failed components of a system. It is 
costly; therefore, many systems do not incorporate 
this feature. 
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Operationally, when a failure occurs, an interrupt is 
generated. This interrupt informs the CPU and the diagnostic· 
program, respectively, that a failure has taken place. The 
diagnostic program determines, by testing, the various functional 
components of the system where the fault occurred and thew-kind 
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of fault. This information is then passed to the automatic 
recovery program which acts appropriately to correct or cir-
cumvent the fault. If service can be maintained, a "down-
graded" mode of operation might exist. Under such conditions, 
the system is operational, but response times or. efficiency 
are not up to normal specifications. Figure 15 illustrates 
some of the decisions that an automatic recovery program must 
make. 
Communication 
When a document reference system is converted to an OLRT 
mode of operation with remote terminals, one of the objectives 
is to establish as natural a man-system interface as possible. 
For this, a natural language vocabulary is needed. Many system 
operations must be put in the form of decisions or questions 
for the user. A conversation made up of questions by the 
computer and answers by the user is the result. 
With real-time or conversational response environment, the 
user is given the opportunity to change his mind, to think of 
. 
new requests, and literally to con~rol the system. 
user-oriented systems must be designed for the user. 
Naturally, 
The 
~ 
easier the use of the system combined with more system control 
given to the user, the greater the satisfaction of the user. 
For the BPTO system discussed in this study, the request 
or input from the user is a Boolean polynomial search request 
End 
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Figure 15. Automatic Recovery Program Logic 
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utilizing term numbers. If the user can submit a request with 
natural language terms (e.g. automatic + indexing - abstracting), 
system utilization for the user can be made easier. The user 
in this case does not have to interpret his statement in 
specialized term code numbers. Extending this notion of natural 
language requests, a natural language request sentence may be 
allowed (e.g. "I want all documents indexed by automatic and 
indexing but not abs,tracting. "). This kind of request statement 
requires syntactical analysis procedures to interpret the index 
terms as well as the Boolean operators. 
Another function of an OLRT system in the user environment 
is teaching the user. For system applications involving high-
speed, real-time decision making, user training procedures may 
be made explicit by deliberately slowing down searching pro-
cedures.36 These procedures could be put in the form of 
exercises to familiarize the u·ser with the system. As the user 
gains insight to system operation, the exercises are replaced 
by actual system search operations. 
With experience in establishing an on-line teaching system 
for the user, a query-respond environment may be allowed. This 
environment would force the user to give additional information 
that would lead the system to a more relevant answer. To 
achieve on-line user communication with an operating system, 
an increase of programming logic and programming instructions is 
required. These increases are determined by the programming 
l~guage used. 
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For the BPTO system, the on-line implementation of the 
-·search programs (associative and non-associative) in the Lehigh 
system resulted in an increase of 33.1196 programming instructions. 
The BPTO program contains 198 FORTRAN II instruction statements. 
When the programs were converted to an on-line conversational-
mode with user control options (choice of searches, output wanted, 
etc.), programming instructions numbered 296. The answers re-
quired from the user were "yes" or "no" responses (Figures 16 
and 17). 
Scheduling 
Although scheduling is a programming function, it must 
first be considered independently of programming structures. 
Scheduling and the decisions associated with algorithms of 
scheduling are matters of policy and from the core of any OLRT 
system operation. The formulation of decision rules for handling 
the system when multiple-users or terminals are introduced must 
be evaluated and worked out before programming the functions. 
The major considerations of scheduling are: 
(a) User priorities 
1. external 
2. internal 
(b) Interrupts 
(c) Queues 
(d) Main scheduling 
(e) I/0 scheduling 
I 
l 
·, 
' 
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THIS·IS CIS DOCUMENT RErERENCE SEARCH SYSTEM 
DO YOU WISH AN ASSOCIATIVE SEARCH 
?YES 
I AM R[ADY rOR YOUR SEARCH STATEMENT 
?(50100 
YOUR SEARCH STATEMENTS ARE 
1 50100 0 0 
'2 f)O·CUMENTS SAT I SF' I ED SEARCH LABE:LE:D l 
TERM .ASSOCIATIONS 
-.. _; 
50100 
92200 
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ABBREVIATION 
WORDS 
ASS0ClAT1V1Tt 
l • 0000 
0•0132 
BASED ON THE ASSOCIATIVITY TABLE 
DO YOU WANT TO MODIFY YOUR INITIAL SEARCH STATEMENT 
?NO 
· DO YOU WISH At\J ASSOCIATIVITY TABLE 
WITH RESPECT TO YOUR NEW STATEM[NT 
?YES 
l CIS DOC. NO. 327 
BOURN~, c. STUDY Or METHODS rOR ABBR[VIATING ENGLISH WORDS 
1961 J ACM 8, 538-552, OCT 1961 
I CI S DOC• NO• 1 21 3 
SAVAGE, T• NOTE ON EVALUATION OF METHODS FOR SYSTEMATICALLY {- ABBREVIATING ENGLISH WORDS 
1963 AMER DOC 14, 26-27, JAN 1963 
WELL, DO YOU WANT TO SEARCH SOME MORE 
?YES 
•. 
r, 
Figure 16. An Associative On-Line Sear~h Output 
(Model 33 Typewriter) 
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DO YOU WISH AN ASSOCIATIV~ SEARCH 
?NO 
I AM RE:ADY FOR YOUR SEARCiH'' STATE~'ENT 
?(88200+69100)+(85300 
CAN YOU THINK Or SOME MORE SEARCH STAT£MENTS 
?NO 
YOUR S~ARCH STAT~M~NTS ARg 
1 88200+69100+85300 
1 C I S DO C • NO • fi I 2 8 5 
... 
HAYTHORN. W• INFO SYSTEMS SIMULATION AND MODELING 
1962 MITRE CORP. 1ST CONGR~SS ON INFORM SCI~N, MITRE SS-7 
NOV 1962 
1 CI S DOC• NO• F' I 2 9 9 
PORT[R• E• THE SYSTEM TRAINING PROGRAM AS A VEHICLE ~OR 
SYSTEM PERrORMANC~ EVALUATION 
1962 MITRE CORP~ 1ST CONGRESS ON INrORM SYST SCIEN1 MITRE 
SS-15, NOV 1962 
I Cl S DOC. t\JO. r 1284 
ROME, a. ROME, s. LEVIATHAN AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY Or LARGE 
ORGANIZATIONS WITH AID 0F COMPUTER 
1962 MITRE CORP, 1 ST CONGRESS Ot\J 11\JF"ORM SYST SCIEN., MITRE 
ss-111 NOV 1962 
"' 
3 DOCUMENTS SATISrlED SEARCH LABELED I 
WELL. DO YOU WANT TO SEARCH SOM~ MORE 
?NO , 
GOOO-BYE•••COME BACK AGAIN 
PROGRAM TERMINATED 
Figure 17. A Non-Associative On-Line Search Output 
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User Access 
External user access is a decision whether a user may come 
into the system or not. This depends on the user community of 
the system and whether charges for system time are distributed 
among the user community or terminal owner. The shared system 
cost is always associated with the time-sharing system, but it 
can be applied to real-time terminal users as well. 
To formulate a real-time system with user access decision, 
a table of user numbers is est&blished for the system. Each 
user independent of a terminal is assigned a number which, when 
entered into the system, is compared by the system against the 
user number table. If the number does not appear in the table, 
he cannot use the system. A terminal can likewise be assigned 
a number. If a document reference system is established in a 
library or a general user community, external user priorities 
may not be warranted. 
User Priori ties 
Internal priorities may be assigned based on individual 
user.or length of searching operations for a particular request. 
Here again, these operations are based on a design decision. 
Individual users may be assigned a priority for internal oper-
ation of their request. The request with an internal priority 
greater than another is executed ·rirst by the system. 
An internal priority based on an execution time for a 
completed response to a request operates similarly to an 
51 
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individual user priority. The execution times for the various 
requests that a system may handle can be based on a study of 
requests in relation to a particular OLRT hardware configur-
ation. Each configuration will have different equipment access 
times consequently different throughput times for message pro-
cessing. 
Interrupts 
Before internal priorities can be assigned incoming messages, 
the requests must enter the system. Each time a request is 
initiated from a terminal, an interrupt occurs in the system. At 
this point, the I/0 transmission controller stops its I/0 oper-
ations to evaluate the incoming request. Decisions are then made 
on the incoming request. Bor example, the following questions 
are considered: ., 
(a) Is this an illegal user? 
{b) Is this a priority user? 
(c) What kind of request? 
(d) How much system time will this request take? 
(e) Where in the channel or ready queue should the 
request b·e placed, etc. 
·r:1 
As illustrated earlier in Figure 15, interrupts are initiated 
also if error or system failures occur. 
The interrupt can be ignored by the system until the system 
has completed whatever job it is presently on. Such an approach 
" is easier to design than that of interrupting a job before it is 
completed. The only job that might require interrupting before 
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completion is one in non-real-time. These jobs are run if no 
terminal requests are waiting for processing. Upon interrupt, 
such a job is stored for later processing. 
Queues 
Figure 8 summarized the different queues in a real-time 
system. The mechanisms that govern the queues are:37 
(a) First in-first out (FIFO): Requests or jobs 
are added at the back and removed at the front. 
(b) Push-Down (LIFO): Requests are added at the 
front and removed from the front. 
(c) Any-Sequence: Items are added and removed from 
the queue in no particular order. 
( d) Multi-Priority: This is a queue contai·ning 
requests of preassigned priorities. 
To establish the type of queue mechanism for each kind of 
queue is again a design function and can be simulated to de-
tennine optimum procedures. In such a case, many assumptions 
must be made before the mechanisms can be properly evaluated for 
a particular system. 
Main Scheduling and I/0 Scheduling 
The main scheduling routine's function is to schedule the 
use of the central processing unit. Dependent on the priorities 
of the various requests, the routine decides, by a set of queuing 
decision rules, where in the· queue a request is to be placed for 
processing. This routine must be short and simple because every 
... 
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request entering the system·must be interpreted by this routine 
before being placed in the work or processing q-ueue. 
Because I/0 scheduling is done in the transmission control-
ler processor, job processing proceeds simultaneoulsy and inde-
:. l' pendent of I/0 scheduling procedures. These procedures are 
initiated when interrupts are generated by CPU processing or 
terminal transmissions . 
Program Structures 
One of the major reasons that batch-processing programs 
. 
are not flexible in their structure is that they are normally 
not segmented into their logical parts. A batch-processing 
program has a flow of procedures and operations that terminate 
in some final result. A program written in a straight flow 
mode executes its instructions to accomplish one complete task. 
That is the purpose of the program. When converting to an OLRT 
system, the programs have to be structured for flexibility and 
modification. The user, as a part of the OLRT system, needs and 
wants flexibility for the system to be of service to him. 
Modular Structures 
• . I' 
.• 
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Modular structuring of programming procedures and/or instruc-
tions divide the total program into its logical parts. A logical 
part is a group of algorithms or instructions that perform one 
or more functions on the data or program input. The logical 
I ' 
part is independent of the total pr9,gram operation on the data. 
" 
Ii r· , J 1.i-· 
These logical parts that together compose a total program are 
called modules. If for some reason a module or logical part 
is revised or eiiminated, other modules of the total program 
. : .. 
... 
should not be affected. 
In a dynamic environment, a system must adapt to changing 
environment. For example, a system may normally experience 
changes due to experimentation, policy changes, or new design 
strategies. The system designers, to meet this changing environ-
ment, must create programs that can be quickly understood, easily 
modified·to reflect changing conditions, and whose effect on re-
lated programs is understood. 
Certain approaches make understanding somewhat easier: 
(a) Modular Flowcharting: This gives a picture of 
the programming logic for each module. The 
module flow charts are tied together to present 
the total program's logic flow chart. 
(b) Program Standardization: Standardization of 
module symbolism, labeling, and descriptive 
documentation give a total program an easier 
means of understanding. 
(c) Detailed Documentation: A step by step descrip-
tion of the modular routines and their logic is 
necessary for quick understanding. 
Because each modular routine is a separate entity, it is 
independent of the total program when writing, coding, and 
"' debugging. If modular or logical routines are intertwined as 
' 
,f. 
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in batch-process programming, it is very difficult to modify 
a portion of the program without affecting the whole program. 
Anyone who has ever tried to modify a program '\\Tritten by some-
. 
one else knows the difficulties of dissecting and patching 
another person's programming logic. 
Modular programming incorporates the following methods 
or techniques : 
Total {Main) Program: The main program executes a 
complete numbe_r of operations that constitute 
a task on input data. The main program may be 
an executive control program or an application 
program. It must make decisions governing the 
flow of all data to the modular routines it 
requires. 
Multiple-Use Routines: If the same sequence of 
instructions is used two or more times by the 
main program, these instructions constitute a 
modular routine. The mod.ular routine after 
execution of its instructions must return 
control to the main program. 
Modular Routine Processing: A modular routine should 
not be dependent on any decisions made outside 
the routine, nor should any decisions made *';in-
side the routine determine processing outside 
the routine. The modular routine is responsible 
for all "housekeeping" for its own existence. 
• ,--,-•--r·,.~ ... -- •• ~ .. ..,,.,~ ~-··-~---------~-·• ·•-"•"""" 
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The construction of a modular main program in an OLRT 
system uses an "overlay" technique and provides an efficient 
way for programming computer core memory programs. It conserves 
memory by the use of a physical part of memory for more than one 
modular routine. Sippl defines "overlay": 
The technique of repeatedly using the same blocks 
of internal storage during different stages of a 
program 000 The use of one area in storage (core 
memory) to successively store more than one dif-
ferent subroutine or program parts.38 
The main program calls the modular routine. After the 
modular routine has completed its sequence of instructions, 
control is returned to the main program to call the next module, 
etc. A mathematical description below shows this procedure. 
It has been found that programs written employing the 
modular programming techniqi1e are efficient both from the stand-
point of core memory utilization as well as program execution 
times. With the complexity of OLRT systems programming, the 
modular concept furnishes comprehensive and detailed documen-
/· 
tation that may be understood by programmers at alt levels:! Qf 
t, 
proficiency. 
tJ 
Most information storage and ~etrieval systems are of an 
., . 
experimental nature today. Consequently, change and modifi-
cation are characteristic. The modular technique in programming 
structures meets the changing design and is necessary for OLRT 
systems where programming logic becomes complex. 
~~ 
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Given: A main program, P 
··, 
A series of modular routines, M1, ~···Mui 
A call statement, Cp 
A return statement, Rm 
· The structural configuration follows: 
Core Memory ~ Auxiliary Memory 
..... -~ 
• 
• 
• • 
.'fti . 
• • 
Where gene rally, 
m < n > m, n,m JO 
- -
and a list, L, of modular routines, 
Thus, 
P = Cpn (L) 
:: 
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VII. A Conversion Model 
---------
The path of conversion is a vector that is partially 
quantitative. A model for conversion is prescribed which is 
mathematical in that the p!Jroperties of a vector are used. 
These properties are direction and magnitude, where direction 
...... is more symbolic rather than quantitative. The vector model 
was chosen because its properties are directly and easily 
interpreted. 
The direction of a vector in this model structure repre-
sents the path of conversion. For the purposes here, this is 
the directional vector path from a BPTO system to some level 
of an OLRT system. A level of an OLRT system is some degree 
of system sophistication that is achieved during system con-
• version. 
The length of a vector is the magnitude of that vector or 
component vector. The magnitude of the vector can represent a 
quantity. The quantity may be a unit of time for completion 
of conversion or of a component vector. The magnitude of a . 
vector may also represent the cost for conversion of the total 
system or any component of the total conversion. This cost 
conversion model is illustrated later in this section. 
' The basic model is composed of the factors of conversion, 
the most important factors of which are: 
Fs, File structures 
Fa, File addressing 
Fm, File maintenance 
C, Communication 
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.This set of component vectors when added together yield 
a vector sum or total conversion vector, Tse' 
Tse= (Fs, Fa, Fm, c) 
or 
BPT8 
• i.e . 
•.-· . ..:::·-· -
I···_________..,.·· ------1 ·· · -------, · ·· 
Fs Fa Fm 
OLRT 
C -j 
, Where the dots 
represent variable magnitude. 
The factors of scheduling, diagnostics, and modular pro-
gramming are assumed to be constant in the vector model. When 
converting to an OLRT system, these factor vectors are constant 
because all OLRT systems must incorporate these factors for ini-
tial efficient system operation. With the constant factor 
vectors, the vector Tse becomes 
Tse= (Sa, Dp, Mp, Fs, Fa, Fm, C) 
where, 
S~, Scheduling algorithms 
Dp, Diagnostic~procedures 
Mp, Modular programming, 
.o.r, 
T.s.c: ,is 
BPTQ· · OLRT 
~
___.J.,.______. .  11----......... I · · · --.... .  1. .. ·I · · · • I .. · __...... I 
Sa l Dp Mp F 6 Fa Fm C 
The four important factor vectors are composed of levels 
of conversion. Illustrating the factor vectors with the re-
spective leyels of analysis discussed for each in the previous 
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sections, they become 
BPTO inverted 
file 
,, ...... 
~-
fixed field 
direct file 
abstract 
fie 
1-------------------f---------~--------...----------------~··· OLRT 
( ) ( ) (2) (3) 
BPTO variable permanent extended specialized 
map ap map sea ches 
L-------1-1----------1+------~-----,., . . . OLRT 
( ) 
BPTO 
BPTO 
( J) 
and, the 
The dots 
( 1) 
magnetic 
tape updates 
~ ( 1) 
( 2) ( 3) 
magnetic tape 
updates on-line 
, 
( 2) 
natural 
natural language 
. ., 
language sentence user on-line 
(4) 
disk updates 
on-line 
, ••• OLRT 
( 3) 
query-answer 
probing 
index terms request teaching system ~ , , ,., ••• OLRT (1) ( 2) ( 3) (4) 
vector Tse is 
= (Sa, Dp, 
~' F s ' n Fa' n Fmn' en) where n. > o. 
to the right of the component vectors imply that addi-
tional levels of soph1sticat1.-en may\ be added to each factor 
•'·•"' }: 
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vector. The levels presented here are not necessarily the 
progressive steps of conversion for every system. Rather, they 
represent the results of studies for conversion made on the 
Lehigh reference retrieval system. 
From the above illustrations of the component vectors of 
conversion, interrelations are established between the vectors. 
The interrelations are the compatible levels between the compo-
nent vectors. One level of a component vector may have to be 
implemented before reaching a level of conversion on another 
component vector. Referring to the component vectors above, it 
is found that these interrelations must exist: 
Fs1 + Fs2 .... <--~> Fa4, (i.e. inverted and fixed field 
direct file structures are 
required for specialized 
searches.) 
< 
< 
( 
> Fml , 
> F1112 , or Fa1 < 
> Fm3 ' 
> C2' 
Total systems conversion cannot be successful if the above 
interrelations are not· followed. If a total systems conversion 
vector, 
Tse = (Kc, F81 , Fa4, Fm1 , c1 ), where Kc = a constant 
vector, (Sa, Dp, Mp) 
is followed, the conversion will not be operationally sound. The 
Fs vector must be at level {2), fixed field direct file, in 
-
I; 
,' 
I 
J 
C 
:J 
:J 
D 
.~ 1 ·,.._ 
order to achieve Fa level (4), ·specialized searches. Another 
.. ·~·\:1/ total syst~m conversion vecto.r that will not yield adequate 
conversion is,· 
Tse= (Kc, Fs2' Fa2' Fm1' C1)· 
Here, vector Fm must be at level (3), disk updates on-line, to 
be compatible with vector Fa level (2). 
The vector model helps to show the logical levels of con-
version for gene~ally all systems conversion. The individual 
levels are dependent on the system's operating environment and 
the controls on that environment. 
Cost Model 
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the main cost of system conversion.39 To 
implement the BPTO system to an OLRT system is not program 
modification; it is programming systems redesign. The programming 
system's logic changes when flexibility and the expanded service 
for a user-system interface are implemented for the OLRT environ-
. ../; ment. Four points of OLRT programming must be considered. 
{l) Computer manufacturers offer standardized 
application programs with new hardware systems. 
These programs must be modified to implement a 
particular system. 
(2) Hardware compatibility is sometimes hard to 
obtain. For example, if a Model 33 teletype 
is used as a terminal, its codes must be con-
verted to computer program codes. This requires 
- '--·-·-·--..,,-~--·~-
"· .. ··--. _-,,. .. , _____ ,,,. ______ ____ 
I• 
a subroutine or modular routine of a table 
look-up nature. 
• • l"c -(3) Real-time programming must have interrupts, 
queming, scheduling and, diagnostic techniques. 
(4) Programs must become modular. System variables 
can not be fixed in a dynamic environment. 
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Before programming costs can be estimated, an evaluation of 
tee programming personnel available must be reviewed. Programmers 
can make a system conversion costly if their work is not evaluated 
first. Five points can help to evaluate present or·~future man-
power output. 40 These are: 
(1) Experience in programming; 
{2) Efficiency in programming; 
-(3) Creativity; 
(4) Degree of training needed; 
(5) Compiler languages or machine languages used. 
On the basis of these points, a programming output for a staff 
may be determined. 
A sampling of each programmer's work per day can be taken. 
This sampling is the number of instructions the programmer writes 
.. 
per day. The longer the period of sampling, the more realistic 
becomes the sample per programmer. Once the sample data is com-
puted, a quantity representing average instrµctions per day per 
programmer is given. An additional statistic gives the average 
output (instructions) per day of the complete program.ming staff. 
' , . 
. , . . r"' 
• 
1;
·~.i\ .. -,: .. ''· I 
_,J II ,: .. •: ].I : 
·.<J 
,, 
..• __ ., .. ,.-.. ,, .. -.,.-.-' . 
-· . 
Interval of time (day) D, 
where .E. is a finite 
number 
A Sample, Sm, where mis sample size 
-
Program Instructions, I 1 , I2 , r3 ..• rn, where!! is a 
· finite number 
Then, 
S1 (P1) = In/D1 
S1(P2)·= In/D1 
S1 {P3) = In/D1 
• • 
• • 
... 
Thus, the average number of instructions/day /programmer is': 
n 
Sm(P1) _L. 
-i=l 
n 
Sm(P2) - L. 
-i=l 
• • 
• • 
• • n 
Sm(Pp) - z: i=l 
m 
L I1/ i=l 
m 
I·/ L l i=l 
• 
• 
• m 
Ii/is. D· l 
Therefore, for the group of programmers, G, the average 
number of instructions/day is 
p 
G{I/D) = i~ Sm{Pi)/m where, Sm = Di • or m = 1 
Finally, average cost/day for the programming group is 
- -Cost/D = G{I/D){As) where, As is the average daily 
-salary for the programming group, or As= total pro-
grammers salaries/number of programmers. 
Thus, (Cost/D)(programming days)=$ Cost for program. This 
method includes the cost of design, coding, debugging, and 
implementation of all programming. 
.. ·-·~,---------... ,-.. ..._... ... _., .. ,. __ 
.. ,•, :i 
, ., 
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Although this is a gross averaged quantity, programming costs 
may be determined for compl~te programming conversion. To 
properly apply this figure in estimating costs, an estimate 
of the total amount of programming involved must be determined. 
The cos·t for programming estimates above can be appli.ed to _ 
a total systems conversion cost vector model. The cost for 
programming one level of the multi-level factor vectors, Fs, 
Fa, Fm and C, can be estimated from the above method. The 
magnitude of the -level vectors that make up the factor vectors 
varies with the cost for each level. The level cost vectors 
. I are added together to represent the cost for that factor vector. 
The cost figures below are only examply figures and do not re-
late to a specific systems' programming conversion costs, 
Fa1 :11----..-j ' $1000 
(0) (1) 
Fa2=H , $ 500 
(1) (2) 
The total cost for the component vector Fa is 
'. 
"\ 
. ra :l 1-----__,,;...,;'~ ·::=-:' -..... , or $1500 
(0) (2) 
The total cost of conversion for the major factors is a 
vector whose total magnitude is the total cos~This vector is 
represented: 
Tcost = (Kc, Fsn' Fan, Fmn' Cn) 
The cost applied to the.vectors may represent programming con-
version costs, hardware costs, or both. To illustrate a total 
. co.st vector for I programming ~onversion, the total cost for the i··\·;. ' . '\,-w-
··• 
I, ;;·~. 
component vectors must be determined as above. The result is 
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the vectors of cost for each factor of conversion; 
Kc I ~ $1000 
- -- - Fs I , $2000 
.Fa I -~ $1500 I 
Fm I ~ $500 
C I , $1500 
The total cost vector, Tcost 
• is, therefore 
Kc -Fs Fa Fm C 
t ~, • I ~ ~ 
$6500. ,:· or 
This programming cost vector plus hardware cost yield a 
total system conversion cost. 
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Although these vector models are for purposes of the 
factors of conversion discussed in this study, they are re-
commended as a design tool in new systems as well as conversion 
of present systems. 
VIII. Conclusions 
It is important to understand that system conversion of a 
BPI'O document reference system to an OLRT system is a system 
redesign. The magnitude of the conversion factors to achieve 
user-system interface and expanded service is too great for the 
considerations of a direct conversion of an existing BPTO 
system. That is, that moving from·a BPTO to OLRT systems, re-
quires too many basic design decisions to allow building on 
the earlier system. The logic of the BPTO software system is 
--· - ., . .,.. .. _._···-··•--·"·~·-•·••n-.,•,., ,-·-··-,··~··,-- .,., - . 
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'· . 
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not applicable. New techniques of file searching and file 
maintenance must be developed. New programming systems of 
scheduling, diagnostics, and communication must be initialized. 
Because conversion to OLRT systems is.a redesign function, 
the costs for conversion are high. Over half of the costs are 
those for the· designing and programming of the system• s soft··~ 1 · 
ware. The level of these costs will depend on the interrela-
tions or "rules" of desired system sophistication. The 
interrelations between the factor levels must be adhered to 
in order to achieve the level of service wanted for an opera-
tionally complete system conversion • 
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